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ABSTRACT: Vortex beams are stable solutions of Maxwell’s
equations that carry phase singularities and orbital angular
momentum, unique properties that give rise to many applications
in the basic sciences, optical communications, and quantum
technologies. Scalable integration and fabrication of vortex beam
emitters will allow these applications to flourish and enable new
applications that are not possible with traditional optics. Here we
present a general framework to generate integrated vortex beam
emitters using photonic inverse design. We experimentally
demonstrate the generation of vortex beams with angular
momentum spanning −3ℏ to 3ℏ. We show the generality of this
design procedure by designing a vortex beam multiplexer capable
of exciting a custom vortex beam fiber. Finally, we produce
foundry-fabricated beam emitters with wide bandwidths and high efficiencies that take advantage of multilayer heterogeneous
integration.
KEYWORDS: inverse design, integrated photonics, OAM, optical vortexes, mode multiplexing, heterogeneous integration

■ INTRODUCTION
Optical vortex beams and the orbital angular momentum
(OAM) they carry are useful in a vast array of applications,
including classical and quantum communication, super-
resolution microscopy, optical trapping and manipulation,
and metrology.1−5 For example, OAM can be used as an
additional entanglement basis in flying qubits3,6 or as an
additional basis for data encoding in ultrahigh-bandwidth
communication.4 While these beams are traditionally gen-
erated by phase plates or spatial light modulators, efforts have
been made to integrate optical vortex beam emitters onto
nanophotonic platforms. Such integration allows for the
construction of extremely compact vortex beam generators in
platforms that can provide additional functionality and optical
processing.
Initial demonstrations of on-chip vortex beam generators

consisted of ring resonators with gratings whose periodicity
mismatch with the optical mode enforced the radial phase
required for an OAM beam.7 While this design is capable of
producing high-quality OAM beams in a compact area, the
resonant nature of the devices limits their bandwidth and
prevents multiplexing. Since then, many strategies for on-chip
vortex beam generation have been demonstrated, including
OAM lasers,8−11 metasurfaces,12−14 and analytical15−17 and
computational18−20 grating design.
Here we provide a general framework for the design of

integrated vortex beam emitters using adjoint optimized
photonics inverse design. We first demonstrate OAM beam

generation of = −3 to 3 in single-layer silicon photonics. We
then show a three-mode OAM multiplexer designed to launch
modes into a custom = −1, 0, 1 fiber. Finally, we utilize the
well-controlled fabrication and heterogeneous integration of a
commercial foundry (A*STAR, AMF) to demonstrate high-
fidelity, wide-bandwidth, and efficient vortex beam emitters.
While we focus on vortex beam generation here, the same
inverse design protocol can be used to optimize beam emitters
and multiplexers for arbitrary free-space modes.

■ INVERSE DESIGN FRAMEWORK

Vortex beams consist of a Laguerre−Gaussian field profile with
a phase that is linearly proportional to the angle and integrates
to 2π times an integer , the orbital angular momentum:
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where p is the radial index and w0 is the beam waist. For first-
order radial modes, the simplest OAM beams, this profile
simplifies to
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examples of which are shown in Figure 1a. Vortex beams can
have nearly arbitrary polarization, including topologically
interesting spatially varying polarization coupled with the
beam shape,21 but here we use spatially homogeneous linear
polarization for simplicity.
To design arbitrary beam emitters, we optimize a structure

that takes a waveguide mode as input and launches a beam out

of the plane of the chip whose electric field overlaps maximally
with the desired beam shape in free space (Figure 1b). To
efficiently optimize the structure, we use an adjoint
optimization approach that allows us to calculate the
optimization gradients at every point with only two
simulations.22,23 Using this optimization procedure, we max-
imize the overlap of the field lauched by the device and the
desired spatial mode pattern:

†c xmax ( )
2

where x(ε) is the vectorized electric field due to the designed-
permitted distribution and c is the vectorized electric field of
the desired OAM beam in free space. Here we optimize the

Figure 1. Inverse Design Approach. (a) Cross-section of vortex beams with OAM from 0 to 3. Plots show the magnitude, the phase, and the
interference pattern generated by interference with a Gaussian beam. (b) Schematic of the inverse design approach to generate optical vortex beam
emitters. We optimize an area (denoted by design regions) that takes a waveguide mode as input and generates a field pattern that has a maximum
overlap with the desired OAM beam. Gray layers show silicon, and blue layers show silicon nitride.

Figure 2. Single layer vortex beam emitters. (a) Measured interference patterns generated from single-layer silicon OAM gratings driven with a
1515 nm laser through the waveguide and a colinear Gaussian beam. The insets show the corresponding measured intensity patterns. (b) Ideal
interference patterns and (insets) beam intensities corresponding to the patterns in (a). (c) SEM images of the vortex beam emitter devices used in
(a). The scale bar is 1 μm. (d) Simulated mode decomposition into LG-OAM modes; p gives the radial order, gives the angular momentum order,
and text gives the mode purity.
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emitters to form vortex beams, but this design approach is
general and can be applied to any desired spatial field pattern.

■ RESULTS
We first optimize compact devices that emit vortex beams for
= −3 to 3. These devices are 3 μm × 3 μm and fabricated using
electron beam lithography on an air-clad 220 nm silicon-on-
insulator platform. They operate in the telecom band and are
designed with an 80 nm minimum feature size. To measure the
emission properties, we excite an on-chip waveguide coupled
to a device and collect the emitted light through a high-NA
objective. We then interfere the beam from the device with a
Gaussian beam generated from the same laser source and
image the resulting intensity pattern. Figure 2 shows the
theoretical interference patterns from ideal vortex beams as
well as the measured interference patterns (with simulations
shown in Figure S2). The spiral pattern is formed by the
combination of a curved phase front radially and the angular
OAM phase; the direction of spiraling shows the sign of the
OAM, and the number of teeth shows the OAM order.
To demonstrate the generality of this design approach, we

optimize a device to launch multiplexed = −1, 0, 1 modes
into a custom OAM-supporting optical fiber.24,25 Such
multiplexing normally requires free-space optics or custom
3D devices.26 The device is designed to launch an = −1 mode
when excited from the left waveguide, = 1 when excited from
the right waveguide, and = 0 when excited from the bottom
waveguide (Figure 3a). Additionally, all of these modes are
designed to be y-polarized so that a polarizer can be used to
filter out undesired mode coupling in the fiber. This leads to
the additional design complication that the = 0 mode must be

launched with the orthogonal polarization to its input
waveguide mode. Even with these additional constraints, the
optimization procedure yielded a compact 3 μm × 3 μm device
that was able to generate all three modes with a simulated
maximum crosstalk of −13.2 dB and an average crosstalk of
−16.7 dB (Figures 3b and S3). To launch these modes into a
custom OAM fiber, we pass the output fields through a
polarizer and quarter-wave plate to match the circularly
polarized eigenmodes of the fiber and use a lens to focus the
collimated beams on the fiber core. To image the fiber modes
with a camera, we employ another lens, quarter-wave plate, and
polarization beamsplitter (Figure 3c). This leads to beams that
are even more pure than those directly from the multiplexer, as
the fiber filters out any higher-order modes from design
nonidealities and scattering.

Finally, we utilize the well-controlled fabrication and
heterogeneous integration from the A*STAR AMF foundry
to generate high-fidelity, wide-bandwidth, and efficient vortex
beam emitters. To do this, we implement an FDFD adjoint
optimization package capable of the simultaneous optimization
of multiple design regions.22 In combination with multilayer
photonics processing,27 this allows us to design fully 3D
structures parametrized by slices in the z dimension. We design
= −2 to 2 devices consisting of two co-optimized layers: a

220 nm silicon layer with a 140 nm minimum feature size and
a 400 nm silicon nitride layer with a 300 nm minimum feature
size. The layers are separated by 250 nm and are clad with
silicon oxide.

The measured intensity and interference patterns of these
devices are shown in Figure 4a (simulated results are shown in
Figures S4−S6). The additional degrees of freedom given by

Figure 3. Vortex beam multiplexer. (a) Schematic of the vortex beam multiplexer design. The inverse design region has three waveguide inputs and
is optimized to launch = −1, 0, 1 from ports 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In order to efficiently multiplex these beams, all are designed to emit light
that is linearly polarized along the y (vertical) axis. (b) SEM and measured intensity and interference patterns from the fabricated device, measured
at 1510 nm. The heat plot shows the simulated crosstalk between the modes. (c) Schematic of the fiber coupling measurement and the measured
patterns. The chip is excited by a laser through one of three input ports. The resulting y-polarized output of the chip is sent through the OAM fiber
and finally imaged on an IR camera.
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the two-layer design and the better-controlled fabrication
process of the foundry allow us to see significant improvements
in the beam shapes. Additionally, these emitters are able to
maintain OAM emission across at least a 100 nm optical
bandwidth (Figure 4b). To measure the emitter efficiency, we
couple to a multimode fiber that supports OAM beams and
sweep the input wavelength, and we find that the 3 dB
bandwidths exceed 100 nm (Figure 4c).

■ CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a general optimization technique for
beam emitters and applied it to generate optical vortex beams.
We have shown compact generation of = −3 to 3 vortex
beams, a vortex beam multiplexer, and high-performance
foundry-fabricated heterogeneously integrated multilayer
devices. The robustness of this approach in generating multiple
orders and combinations of vortex beams and its ability to
translate to foundry processing open the door for applications
in classical and quantum communications, information
processing, and imaging.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT

Data Availability Statement
Code to inverse design these devices using goos is publicly
available at https://github.com/alex-d-white/OAM_Invese_
Design.
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